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Dannie Kagan 
 

PO Box 26565, Hout Bay 7872 
 

Tel:  +27 21 790 8375 

Cell:  +27 83 283 0072 
 

contact@rainbowdreamstrust.co.za   

www.rainbowdreamstrust.org   
 

 
 

 
 

We focus on the youth of Cape Town; the worthy, but less 

fortunate. Our aim is to build a solid foundation for their 

futures. These young people are so often without hope.  
 

We have a team of volunteers who impart into these youngsters lives a 

positive attitude, vision and life skills – teaching them to take personal 

responsibility for their own lives.  
 

We are a registered Not For Profit Organisation with the South African Government 

Department for Social Development, registration number 089-640-NPO. Also PBO. 

 

Our Founder and Director, Dannie Kagan, established the charity in 2006 with the aim 

of fulfilling the hopes and dreams of underprivileged children. 

 

Our focus has been refined over the years and we work with the clear goal of 

supporting underprivileged youth to successfully navigate through the many real 

dangers inherent in growing up in under-resourced communities.  

 
  

mailto:contact@rainbowdreamstrust.co.za
http://www.rainbowdreamstrust.org/
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OVERVIEW 
 

We operate Township Youth Clubs in and run Youth Camps for those underprivileged and 

additionally challenged, often by illness or disability. We fund the Beyond Environment 

Expectations Project and we run a number of one-off Dream Catcher projects. These projects 

are varied and include the sponsorship of a talented dance troupe to attend a major arts 

festival; providing a route to university education for a young blind learner; and the upgrade of 

a successful but poorly equipped community childcare centre. Breaking Walls is our Peace 

initiative, our Choir our musical upliftment programme.  

Our projects are managed by RDT team and volunteers who receive a stipend, from within the 

community and we strive to make the most out of the funds which are donated to us. We work 

in communities where a small amount of money can make a noticeable difference, and our 

volunteers understand the value of money and how to utilise it to best effect. We monitor costs 

very tightly. Every project is budgeted separately and can be reported on individually thanks 

to our efficient and organised administration staff. We are very happy to make our yearly audits 

and specific project financial information available to those who may be interested in 

partnering with us. 

Our biggest asset is our RDT team and our volunteers. 

We currently receive no corporate sponsorship for any of our projects but we are determined 

to see this change. Contact us and let’s talk about how we can partner and work together to 

improve the lives and futures of our underprivileged youth. 

“…when enough people believe and take positive action,  

beautiful things that initially seem impossible are achievable  

through dedication, passion and project planning.” 
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DANNIE KAGAN (Top of Document) 

Dannie Kagan was born in the UK and has lived in South Africa 

since 1968. Her professional life has been broad, from modelling 

internationally and working for stockbrokers, to opening the 

"Out Of Town Club" discotheque and staging South Africa's first 

ever pop festival at the club. 

Dannie worked in Real Estate before leaving Johannesburg to 

live in Swaziland where she worked as a croupier for 5 years. For 

the next few years Dannie worked in Lesotho, Bophututswana 

and Botswana before moving to Cape Town in 1980 with her 

son. She then changed her career focus to fashion and 

personnel. Dannie ran Ralph Parrott and Manpower personnel 

in Cape Town. In 1986 she had two more sons, settled in Hout Bay and went back into Real 

estate, eventually opening her own company "Dannie Kagan Properties", specialising in sales, 

holiday and corporate renting, which has subsequently been operating for 19 years. 

After moving to Hout Bay 1986 Dannie became concerned with the poor standards of living in 

Imizama Yetho Township and each winter would cook large batches of soup and distribute 

soup from a bakkie with the help of her sons and friend Kate. This was considered very unusual 

behaviour back in the social and political climate of the time. 

Dannie, a past President of Rotary has been active in the Constantia Rotary club since 2000 

starting Camp Quality, in 2004, a 5 day camp dedicated to child cancer sufferers. Dannie was 

to later experience first hand the trauma that families face as her son Dean was diagnosed 

with cancer, thankfully he is now well. Dannie also introduced to Constantia Rotary Club the 

'Dream Catcher' projects, an example of this project was organising a fairy tale wedding for 

terminally ill cancer patient Chantelle and her fiancé Andrew. Although Chantelle passed 

away two days after the wedding, she had her life long dream come true. Having witnessed 

the difference this had made to not only Chantelle and her family, but to all the people that 

assisted in putting this event together the seed was sown and Dannie wanted to make more 

dreams come true. 

Dannie started Rainbow Dreams Trust in 2005 and the trust was registered as an NPO in 2006. 

The Dream Catcher journey took Dannie deep into the heart of the community. Here she saw 

the desperate needs of the youth, statistics were shocking with limited, often inferior, education 

and a complete social breakdown of a society. This situation begged for a structured, nurturing 

environment for the children, who were struggling to combat their own complexities of young 

life. Dannie implemented programmes that could offer the children an optimistic path to 

follow, teaching them to have a positive attitude to their own situation, giving them direction, 

purpose and hope for their own future. 

In 2006 Dannie was offered the chance to expand the reach of Rainbow Dreams Trust, and 

make it her full time focus. One of the Trust's trustee's: Peter, a born philanthropist saw the urgent 

need of the underprivileged youth, and recognising the positive impact of Dannie's efforts has 

supported Dannie and Rainbow Dreams Trust whole heartedly since the Trust's inception. His 

trust and unwavering faith is our motivation and inspiration. Rainbow Dreams Trust has grown 
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and matured, we began by mentoring 20 children and are presently working with +- 300 

children in all our projects...just the tip of the iceberg. As we grow, so do our financial needs, 

we want to be able to reach out to more children. The past ten years have been spent building 

Rainbow Dreams Trust into a comprehensive organisation that is successful, totally 

accountable and sustainable, we know we ARE changing children's lives. 

We are currently searching for funders of the Trust who will help us to reach out to more children, 

funding could be in the form of a one off donation or long term contributions to our projects 

from individuals, organisations and Corporate companies who enjoy social responsibility. 

Please spread the word, get involved and help us to do more. 
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WE OPERATE 8 PROJECTS IN THE CAPE TOWN AREA  
 

 
We know we ARE changing children’s lives. 

 

1. 'TO BE A CHILD AGAIN’. 2010. Township Youth Clubs  

 
We have 4 clubs in Khayelitsha - Philippi - Masiphumulele and Imizamo Yethu in Hout Bay.  

A total of 100 registered club members aged 8 - 18 years, with 16 club leaders, 8 tutors, a project 

director. The clubs operate after school from Monday to Friday.  

 

To date we have had 20 children reach and write Matric proudly 18 of whom have 

matriculated who attend colleges, universities or working in internships. 

 

2. CAMP HOPE. 2005 
 

Six weekend camps are held a year, taking disadvantaged children who are suffering from 

various challenges, chronically ill, blind, cancer, orphans, abused, refugees, or HIV. This is an 

upliftment camp; the children are cared for by RDT ‘Buddies’ whom we train. 

 

The camps have been taking place since 2005 and their success is legendary, the children 

return home, with a positive attitude to their disability, or situation. 

 

3. BEEP. 2006 
 

An environmental project where Township children are taken on hikes up Table Mountain, to 

teach them about the environment and how to care for it. These hikes were so successful with 

the children yearning for more knowledge that we initiated weekly after school Environmental 

clubs in schools.  

 

The work of BEEP also includes leadership camps, many of the BEEP students are now college 

graduates. This project is run by its founder, an amazing young man called Lindela Mjenxane 

and his team. 
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4. RDT CHOIR. 2010 

 
Dean Kagan or Maestro as he is called, created a choir with our first club in Hout Bay in 2010. 

Nine years later he had developed a 40 strong choir who compete in the ARTSCAPE schools 

competition every year.  In 2018, the RDT choir won through to the Gala event, a huge 

accolade chosen out of 200 choirs. D 

 

5. RDT SOCCER TEAM. 2017. Philippi 

 

Against all odds, our soccer team still managed to practice and compete. With no field to 

practice on, as land invasion has taken away their remaining piece of eligible land with which 

to play on close to their homes. 

 

6. DREAM CATCHERS. 2006 

 

This project serves to assist those who have a dream and who prove to be worthy, we have 

assisted many to fulfill dreams  

 

6.1 IKHAYA CRECHE in Philippi  

RDT sponsors this creche and its visionary owner, Mama Sizwe, who has +_ 45 children in 

her care. Mama Sizwe, devotes her time to encourage the children’s Mothers to believe 

their children can have a good future. Teaching the children English and basic maths, 

with a graduation ceremony every year. IKHAYA CRECHE is an oasis in the midst of a 

crime ridden area. 

 

6.2 PALESA HSLASA  

An 18-year-old orphan blinded by a surgical error, was left to sit at home alone, with 

absolutely no hope for her future. She had dreamed prior to this accident, that she would 

one day go to university. Years later with her unfailing spirit, courage and RDT’s financial 

and emotional assistance, Palesa is in her third year studying law at Bloemfontein 

university. 

 

7. BREAKING WALLS. 2014 

 

An International writing theatre project, allows young people to speak their truth and work 

together to eliminate all and any form of discrimination. To work for peace, non-

discrimination, true acceptance of different race, cultures, religion and gender orientation 

globally. 

 

Every year RDT takes 4 of our Youth club members, who have earned this privilege, to attend 

the Breaking Walls International summit overseas. Here they meet with some 30 other students 

from around the world. 

 

For two weeks, they will work together, writing, discussing and debating ways with which to put 

an end to Global miscommunication, this work culminates in a live performance.   An extremely 

powerful project. 
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In 2015 RDT brought the project to Cape Town and now hold an annual 5-day camp with  

24 students. 8 White children, from privileged schools, 8 Coloured students from a 

gang troubled area and 8 African students from RDT's Township youth clubs. Breaking the walls 

of intolerance and misunderstanding, teaching these children how to understand and accept 

each other’s differences. 

 

8. FREEBY STORE. 2018 

 
Our latest project was to address the crippling shack fires that take place in Cape Town every 

year. We wanted to be able to have a store of clothing, bedding household goods, ready to 

assist the people who literally lose everything time and again. Such is the success of this project, 

we are now able to help even more families who are suffering from poverty.  

 

With our collections, children are now able to go to school, properly clothed, and destitute 

families regaining their dignity. The object is to have privileged schools have their students bring 

to school items of clothing etc from their homes. We feel it is important that privileged children, 

from an early age should be made to be aware of those less privileged and unleash the joy 

of ‘giving back’. 

 

* OUR BIG DREAM  

Finding land and building our own permanent “Camp Hope”.  

We can do so much more, if we have our own camp, we can help our ‘forgotten children’. 

Why forgotten? Because these disadvantaged children face the same harsh challenges as 

their healthy able-bodied friends, but suffer the added trauma of being orphaned, abused sick 

or physically challenged.  
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1. TO BE A CHILD AGAIN – YOUTH CLUBS (Top of Document) 

In light of the tragic circumstances facing our 

township children of South Africa, Rainbow Dreams 

Trust have developed youth clubs within the 

townships to guide and mentor these children. 

Children living in this amphitheatre of poverty, 

crime, negativity and hopelessness are forced to 

become adults before their time, hence the 

project name ‘To be a child again’. The clubs 

operate 5 days a week and are led by Club 

leaders and Tutors. 

 

In what we consider to be the core of our work, our youth clubs attempt to provide a structured 

environment for township children. We hope to instil confidence, encourage their ability to 

remain focused on their future and to make the right informed choices in their lives away from 

the clubs. We work together with the children’s parents and school teachers creating a triangle 

effect where we hope to cover all areas of their well-being and development. 

 

The Vision 

To give the children hope, faith in themselves and belief in a successful future 

• For the children to learn how to become children again. 

• To give the children an alternative to drugs and alcohol. 

• To help the children resist the peer pressure of engaging in wrongful activities. 

• To teach the children that they do have a voice and they will be heard if they are being 

abused in any form whatsoever and by whomever. 

• To instil in the children a sense of hope and enthusiasm for their own future. 

• To allow the children to develop talents from their own strengths, to give them dignity – 

confidence and values. 

• To motivate and encourage them to believe in themselves – no matter what their own 

circumstances. 
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• To show them through the application of structured play, discussion, sharing and mentoring 

that they can succeed in their own lives. 

• To nurture the child as a whole, Project leaders will work closely with parents and teachers 

through regular ‘home and school visits’ to 

continually assess the progress and behaviour of 

the child. 

Parents will be invited to attend ‘parent’ meetings 

four times a year to discuss any problems they may 

be facing with their children and to encourage 

them to take an active part in their children’s lives. 

Club members school teachers will be visited four 

times a year to assess how the child is progressing 

socially and academically at school 

 

 

‘We didn’t join a gang, we didn’t join the drug squad, we joined Rainbow Dreams Trust’ 
 

The Rules 

Our “To be a child again” youth clubs are a big family and, as with all families with many 

children, we need rules to keep everyone on track and operations running smoothly. 

When a leader raises their hand there must be instant silence. Members can also raise their 

hands to reinforce this. 

Club members are taught that the thumb and 

four fingers represent the following, which 

must be upheld and respected at ALL times: 

• THUMB – Fun 

• 1ST FINGER – Responsibility 

• 2ND FINGER – Respect 

• 3RD FINGER – Commitment 

• 4TH FINGER – Safety & Honesty 

 

 

The following behaviours are not allowed by any of our club members: 

• Use of drugs and or alcohol (if a club member is found to have broken this rule, it is instant 

dismissal) 

• Stealing. (if a club member is found to have broken this rule, it is an instant dismissal) 

• Bullying of any kind 

• Non-attendance at school 

• Disrespectful behaviour in and out of the club 
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Our club motto… 

You win or lose by the way you choose. 

 
We intend to teach our club members to make informed choices. 

 

Our township youth clubs thrive on 

the love and care of our in-

community leaders. Our local 

project leaders, whom we train, are 

there to help our youth members 

navigate through the many dangers 

in their lives.  

 

 

We wish to establish and maintain lifelong relationships with our youth members and we want 

them to have fun, however we need to be strict to uphold the standing of the clubs in the 

community. 

 

In 2018 we established RAINBOW DREAMS TRUST ALUMNI. 

Having encourage our youth club members to stay at school and try for their matric, we were 

overjoyed to see the success of so many.  

We presently have had 20 matriculants 18 of whom have passed matric. These young men and 

women are studying at colleges, universities, interning or working meaningful jobs. We did not 

want to lose touch, hence the ALUMNI.  

We meet four times a year and continue to mentor and assist where we can. The most 

rewarding aspect of this for RDT, is that our ALUMNI, are coming back to the youth clubs on a 

regular basis to teach our young club members how important it is to abide by the club rules 

and to stay on track.  

They have formed their own committee and now run our Annual Township Youth Forum. 

 

The full circle, every NPO’s dream. 
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2. CAMP HOPE (Top of Document) 

Who is Camp Hope for? 

 

We run our camps for the children most 

in need, with a specific focus on those 

with chronic illnesses and disabilities, life 

situations, also burdened by poverty. 

 

Every camp is different and planned to 

incorporate the various challenges 

these children face. 

 

The camp we run for children from 

Athlone School for the Blind is different 

than a camp for children physically or 

emotionally challenged, different again 

for burn victims, HIV and cancer 

sufferers. 

All our camp buddies, buddy leaders and other volunteers are dedicated, caring individuals 

who go the extra mile to make our weekend camps as good as they can be for every child 

who attends. Making sure the children go home with not only happy memories they can 

treasure for ever, but with tools to help them cope with their own situation. 

Two Camp Hope camps a year are dedicated to the members of our ‘To be a child again’ 

Township youth clubs, with 100 registered members and Rainbow Dreams Trust Township, choir 

club, with 30 members.  These camps are different, with the focus on inspirational speakers, 

goal setting, team work and encouraging self-discipline. 

They are one of the biggest and favourite events of the year for the children, here club 

members from the different clubs are able to meet and spend quality time with each other. 

The Camp Hope weekends instil self-confidence, helping each child to have a better attitude 

towards their life situation, disability, illness, or home circumstances and, of course, having lots 

of fun in a safe, nurturing, and loving environment. 
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3. BEEP (Top of Document) 

The Beyond Expectation Environmental Project (BEEP) 

exists to help township youth trapped in environments 

dominated by poverty connect with nature. 

 

Children are taken in groups on trips to Table Mountain 

and given a chance to escape from tightly to packed 

low level urban areas into beautiful wide-open spaces 

where they see into the distance, relax, spend time in 

silence or talk and unburden themselves of their 

problems. 

 

They are encouraged to believe in themselves and 

believe that they can escape from their situation of 

disadvantage. On returning from the mountain the 

youth are encouraged to take home what they have 

learnt to their own communities and encourage others to become involved in conservation. 

 

The Beyond Expectation Environmental Project (BEEP) exists to help township youth trapped in 

an environment dominated by poverty connect with the environment. The heart of the project 

are the hikes to Table Mountain where children learn about nature, water conservation, flora, 

the consequences of littering and the importance of preserving our environment. On the hikes 

the children are given a chance for self-reflection and are encouraged to believe in 

themselves. 

 

Even though Table Mountain is an iconic landmark, many people from surrounding Cape Town 

townships, including these children, have never had the opportunity to stand on top of the 

mountain. BEEP’s main focus is on environmental education and conservation, but more than 

that, it realises that it is very hard to teach township kids about respecting and protecting the 

environment if they have never experienced nature. This access to nature has created space 

where the children have the opportunity to think and dream; it has a positive influence on their 

outlook, and builds pride for Table Mountain. The hikes started in 2005 and the project has 

grown in leaps and bounds ever since. After school workshops were added in 2010 in response 

to a desire from youth newly connected with the natural world to learn more.    

 

The programme currently has 200 children enrolled, with daily workshops in 10 schools.  

In addition, BEEP now holds weekend leadership camps for its senior students 

  

http://beep.org.za/
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4. RDT CHOIR (Top of Document) 

RDT CHOIR. 2010.    

Dean Kagan or Maestro as he is 

called, created a choir with our 

first club in Hout Bay in 2010. Nine 

years later he has developed a 

40 strong choir who compete in 

the ARTSCAPE schools 

competition every year.   

Dean has also formed a 

Chamber Choir. This choir will 

perform at various events in 

Cape Town. 

 

Prior to lockdown, we had just 

started our first CHOIR CLUB, 

premises for our club house 

secured and were in the process 

of auditioning for 30 choir club 

members, aged 8 to 16 years, 

we will resume asap. 
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5. SOCCER (Top of Document) 

 
 

RDT SOCCER TEAM 2017. Philippi.  

 

Against all odds, our soccer team still 

manage to practice and compete.  

 

With no field to practice on, as land 

invasion has taken away their 

remaining piece of eligible land with 

which to play on close to their homes. 

 

However, their spirit remains high,18 

team members, now practice on the 

tar road. 
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6. DREAMCATCHERS (Top of Document) 

 

"Most people want to help - they just need to be given the opportunity" 

Our Dream Catcher journey began in 2005 with Chantal; a brave young terminally ill woman 

who dreamed of a white wedding to her beau Andrew 

Dannie Kagan, organised a group of warm-hearted community members to make Chantal’s 

Dream Wedding became real. The venue, catering, designer dresses, bridal cars, honeymoon 

suite, live music, everything that makes up a dream wedding were donated for free by people 

who simply wanted to help. It was at this point that Dannie came to the realisation that "most 

people want to help, they just need to be given the opportunity". 

Chantal's was the first Dream Catcher story and her spirit the inspiration for many many more... 

Across the years Dream Catcher actions have included paying school fees for children from 

families currently experiencing extreme poverty, purchasing school uniforms equipment, flying 

a young cancer patient's grandmother to visit during chemo therapy, providing uniforms for  

St Joseph’s Xmas choir, rebuilding shacks after storms and fires, doctor's visits, university fees for 

dedicated community workers, funeral expenses and counselling in times of need.  

Our Dream Catcher projects exist to bring hope in the most difficult of circumstances.  Back in 

2006 Rainbow Dreams Trust penned the following goals for the projects and for the organisation 

as a whole: 

• To assist those less fortunate in the community, who prove to be worthy 

• To seek and find those who have an impossible dream, primarily children, but not limited 

to and will include teenagers, adults, groups or bodies who’s purpose is to improve the 

lives of others 

• To assist those who prove to be worthy, but due to their own personal situation, ill health, 

restraints, financial or physical limitations, would never be able to have their dream 

fulfilled 

• To create hope where hope was long forgotten 

• To create happiness where there was only sorrow 

• To make a difference in the lives of others 
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6.1 DREAM CATCHER | IKHAYACRECHE (Top of Document) 

  

Ikhaya Educare Center provides a trusted creche 

facility for babies and toddlers, sometimes as many as 

50 children, if the need arises, in the Philippi township 

community, of Victoria Mxenga. 

The centre is a successful grassroots community service 

supporting itself from fees paid by most but not all of 

parents.    

The facilities are at the center are very basic , but the 

principal, Mama Sizwa is passionate about early 

childhood education and is determined that the infants 

in her care will have the opportunity to learn reading 

and writing even at their tender age and in English, as 

she recognizes the importance of this second 

language.  She is naturally a commanding leader, 

determined to uplift the children and the community. 

We are very familar with the needs of Ikhaya Educare 

center as the front room of the center is donated to us 

from 5PM to 7PM every day – this is where our Philippi youth club meets.    

 

6.2 DREAM CATCHER | PALESA HSLASA 
An 18 year old orphan blinded by a 

surgical error, was left to sit at home 

alone, with absolutely no hope for her 

future. She had dreamed prior to this 

accident, that she would one day go to 

university.  

 

Years later with her unfailing spirit, 

courage and RDT’s financial and 

emotional assistance, Palesa is in her 

third year studying law at Bloemfontein 

university. 
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7. BREAKING WALLS (Top of Document) 

 

Rainbow Dreams Trust began a partnership with Breaking Walls in 2014. Breaking Walls is a 

writing theatre project, which focuses on young people having their voices heard to create a 

better world. A world where racism, intolerance, discrimination and hate are things of the past. 

Instead a world of love, acceptance, tolerance of all religious affiliations, sexual preferences, 

a world united. The artists (as the students are called) are given writing triggers which are to be 

answered in depth. Each artist is then asked to present their writing to their fellow artists. An 

ambassador, will then engage with the artists and explore their writing, delving deeper, 

encouraging and assisting them to create. The artists choose two of their writing triggers and 

the Director then compiles their words of wisdom and writes a script for the play. Amazing, the 

artists are then directed through rigorous rehearsals until the final performance when all their 

hard work will be displayed in front of an appreciative audience, their voices heard! 

Rainbow Dreams Trust is inspired by the phenomenal results we have seen in the collective 

voices of youth, addressing problems the world faces today. After attending the yearly 

International 14 day Breaking Walls projects, hosted in various overseas countries.  

In 2015, we decided to bring the project to Cape Town to work with our diverse Cape Town 

youth. This is now an annual event. We have students from various backgrounds and cultures, 

African, Coloured and White students join together.   

Putting these three different cultures together was an interesting journey. Working, eating, 

sleeping and playing together, sharing each other’s lives and different cultures was at times 

both poignant and rewarding. At the culmination of this 5 day initiative, there was a broader 

understanding and acceptance of each other, so powerful for our youth to have this in this 

troubled world today. 

Each artist can then take back to their own communities, what they learnt and experienced. 

Irrespective of the colour of our skin, religious beliefs, gender, cultures, sexual preferences, we 

are all of the human race and discrimination of any kind should have no place in our world. 

  

http://breakingwallsprogram.org/about-us/what-is-breaking-walls/
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8. FREEBYSTORE (Top of Document) 

 

FREEBY STORE 2018  

 

Our latest project was to address the 

crippling shack fires that take place in Cape 

Town every year. We wanted to be able to 

have a store of clothing, bedding household 

goods, ready to assist the people who 

literally lose everything time and again. Such 

is the success of this project, we are now 

able to help even more families who are 

suffering from poverty. With our collections, 

children are now able to go to school, 

properly clothed, and destitute families 

regaining their dignity.  

 

The object is to have privileged schools have their students bring to school items of clothing etc 

from their homes.  We call it ‘GIVE BACK FRIDAY’ We feel it is important that privileged children, 

from an early age should be made to be aware of those less privileged and unleash the joy 

of ‘giving back’. 

 

We have now enlisted the help of 

Churches, for congregants to bring items 

to Church… ’GIVE BACK SUNDAY’.  

 

We hope to encourage Corporate 

companies to join us, enabling their staff to 

be engaged in helping those less 

privileged in a personal manner. 
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OUR BIG DREAM (Top of Document) 

Rainbow Dreams Trust also has a dream, a dream so big we can barely contain it. 

 

Finding land and building our own permanent “Camp Hope”.  

We can do so much more, if we have our own camp, we can help our ‘forgotten children’. 

Why forgotten? Because these disadvantaged children face the same harsh challenges as 

their healthy able-bodied friends, but suffer the added trauma of being orphaned, abused sick 

or physically challenged. 

When developed this camp would be designed from scratch to accommodate physically 

challenged children as well as all the children we now camp with. We find 

it unacceptable that there are  no camping facilities in Cape Town for those physically 

challenged. We would also take able bodied children who have suffered abuse or trauma in 

their young lives. The possibilities are endless for how we can help more children. Camping 

works, taking children away from the bleak Townships they live in, letting them enjoy nature 

and beautiful surroundings, is the finest medicine. we could   Please share in the dream by 

donating yourself, or putting us in touch with those who you feel could help us. 


